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EFS Europe Ltd – Sustainability Statement 

Mission Statement  

EFS Europe acknowledges its responsibility to act sustainably and aims to promote 
sustainability within the events industry. With the growing concern for the environment 
EFS Europe is committed to manage our operations to promote a circular economy, to 
reduce the environmental impacts of all our works whilst encouraging and helping our 
clients do the same.  

EFS Europe aims to:  

• To integrate sustainability considerations into all our business decisions.  
• Ensure all staff are fully aware of our sustainability goals and are committed to 

implementing them on all activities.  
• Minimise the impact of all office and transport activities on the environment.  
• Review frequently so we can continually strive to improve our sustainability 

performance.  
• Be considered a good example for the delivery of sustainability in the event and 

exhibition industry.  

Leading by example, at EFS Europe it is our mission statement to be as environmentally 
friendly as possible and we have worked with manufacturers across the world to 
produce, supply & recycle our exhibition carpet.  

Our Story  

Our mission started many years ago when we identified a glaring issue in the 
temporary flooring industry. Each year millions of square meters of temporary use 
carpet were being used and after the event or exhibition concluded, the flooring was 
simply being pulled up and sent to landfill. We knew this was not good enough and 
something had to be done urgently to make temporary flooring sustainable to the 
environment. 
 
Our first steps were to find the product that could be recycled and repurposed, at the 
time nothing existed. We took the initiative and contacted one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers in temporary use flooring and after a brief discussion about our 
concerns and hopes for the future they agreed, which lead to the birth of the Eco 
Collection. 
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Shortly after the launch of the Eco Collection, EFS Europe’s Recycling Division was set 
up and we personally handled the recycling and redistribution of polypropylene 
pellets.  

With the ever-growing demand for our unique product and the recycling requirements 
created from that, we have recently partnered with another company who now oversee 
the whole recycling process. Having our partner now managing the process, the 
recycling facilities have been moved to Dundee where the carpet is recycled and 
repurposed.  

Sustainability being our main goal, we have been highly encouraging to our customers 
to use the recyclable flooring. We make the process as simple as possible for our 
clients, therefore we will collect the carpet during the removal of events and 
exhibitions across the country and ship it directly to our new recycling facilities in 
Dundee. Resulting in the customer having to do nothing but place an order then let us 
know when the event or exhibition is ending. 
 
We have worked incredibly hard over the years to introduce a recyclable flooring 
covering into the UK and so we hold the sole recycling rights to recycle all temporary 
carpet made of polypropylene in the UK.  

The Product  

Knowing that there was no product in the market that could be recycled we started the 
dialogue with one of the world’s leading manufacturers in temporary flooring, we 
discussed the issue we had identified, with our aims and hopes for how we could turn 
this around to make a far more sustainable impact on the temporary flooring industry 
and the greater benefits this would have environment. 

The first obstacle is what this product was going to be made from, after much 
discussion we all agreed on a polypropylene as this is 100% plastic and can be safely 
melted down and turn back in polypropylene pellets for repurposing and redistribution.  
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The next step was to find an alternative backing for the carpet that was recycling 
friendly, as before carpet typically came with a hessian, foam, gel or precoat backing. 
All of which would not be suitable for the recycling process. This meant we would 
have to remove the backing prior to recycling, the resulting workload would have 
delayed the recycling process immensely. Due to this we went back to our 
manufacturer who made a resin backing which could be safely melted down with the 
carpet and would have no negative effects on the environment or the sustainability of 
the polypropylene.  

With the birth of the Eco Collection our flagship product Eco Rib rapidly became a 
highly popular product with our customers and throughout the events industry. Now 
we had a sustainable temporary flooring available, we decided to not stop there and 
launched two more products in the Eco Collection; Eco Junior a more cost-effective 
solution and Eco Velour a higher quality plush temporary flooring for events that need 
the extra wow factor.  

 

The Recycling  

Having the perfect product in the market we now needed to spread the word and get 
all our customers onboard with purchasing and recycling temporary flooring in the Eco 
Collection. We knew this would be a challenge as it was a brand-new product and 
idea. However, we knew we had the sustainability factor and the Eco Collection had 
been designed so the visual difference between what everyone was used to using and 
itself was minimal if at all.  

Environmentally sustainability being our goal, with an aim of recycling as much of the 
Eco Collection after use as possible. We offered the recycling process completely free 
of charge, all our customers needed to do was bring the carpet to the Recycling 
Facilities based in Coventry. The location we felt was ideal as it is central in the UK 
and would be easy for anyone to get to. Alas we were shipping plenty of the Eco 
Collection, but we were not seeing as much being returned for recycling, so we made 
an additional push and offered a free collection service where we would arrive after 
the event or exhibition had concluded and collect the carpet and bring it back to 
Coventry for recycling. Shortly after introducing this new service the word spread 
rapidly and we were recycling almost all the temporary flooring we provided.  
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With our sustainable product and recycling services fully implemented, word spread 
rapidly and soon the Eco Collection became one of the most popular temporary 
flooring solutions within the UK. We continued to directly manage the recycling from 
our Coventry base, however due to the popularity of the product and the space and 
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time requirements for the recycling process, we recently partnered with another 
company based in Dundee, who now run the full recycling operation for us. They melt 
the carpet down, turn it into the polypropylene pellets to repurpose and redistribute 
them. The new recycling compactor, which has been procured, means that now 
50,000m2 of repurposed carpet can be transported via a single artic lorry to Dundee as 
opposed to 15,000m2 before the operation was introduced. 

Polypropylene Pellets  

The key selling point of the Eco Collection is that after use it can be collected for 
recycling, which sees it being melted down and turned into polypropylene pellets. 
These pellets can be universally used by any company that uses plastic in their 
product. As once melted and condensed into pellet form, there are no restrictions or 
limits on what they can be used for.  

 

Polypropylene has a slippery, tactile surface which makes it good for; plastic furniture, 
gears in machinery and vehicles that have low friction applications. Polypropylene is 
also highly resistant to chemical corrosion making it an excellent choice for packaging, 
with the main packaging applications being for cleaning products and first-aid 
products. The fatigue resistance and elasticity of polypropylene ensures whatever 
purpose it is used for it will be incredibly durable, along with high insulation properties 
make it safe to use for electrical goods and cables. The automotive industry widely 
used polypropylene in battery casings, trays, drink holders, bumpers, interior details, 
instrumental panels and door trims. Having waterproof properties too make it effective 
for the marine sector, the medical sector also takes advantage of this property along 
with polypropylene’s flexible strength, resistance to mould, bacteria, chemical 
corrosion and cleaning well it can stand up to steam sterilisation, a few examples being 
syringes, medical vials and specimen bottles.  

The pellets can also be converted to a fibre form, where polypropylene uses are not 
limited to just the usual tote bags but can be used in a much wider array of products. 
These include ropes, twine, tape, upholstery, clothing, camping equipment and 
carpets. Whilst we find the near limitless applications of polypropylene a true success 
in a sustainable world, this aspect is specifically very exciting to us. We know a 
percentage of all recycled carpets we have recycled are turned back into fibres, which 
are then shipped to our manufacture to be repurposed into temporary flooring to be 
used in upcoming events and exhibitions. 
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Due to the fact polypropylene adapts well in the injection moulding process, it can be 
used to make incredibly thin layers of plastic and is very suited for hinges on medical 
pots, lids on shampoo bottles and any other container that will be bent frequently but 
cannot break as a result of this. Polypropylene can even withstand twisting motions of 
up to 360 degrees without snapping resulting in it being immensely difficult for it to 
snap as a result. High chemical and fatigue resistance add to its durability and 
versatility as a packaging material and option for hinges. Being waterproof and highly 
resistant to moisture absorption, adds to the packaging benefits. As polypropylene is 
semi-crystalline in nature, this offers a high flexural strength too, making it resilient to 
general wear and tear and the ideal material for products that must experience higher 
levels of physical stress. Moreover, it is also resilient against mildew, mould, rot and 
bacteria.  

Polypropylene is generally regarded as a safe product and so is commonly used in 
plastic packaging that includes food and drink products and medical supplies. Items 
made from polypropylene can be reused safely and are strong enough to be reused 
several times. A key point that indicates the safety of polypropylene is that it is 
commonly used for disposable cups, plate, bottles, cutlery and warm food containers.  

Our team 

EFS Europe Ltd will only use a local installation and derig team; based in Birmingham, 
Coventry & Loughborough 

 

 


